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Rationale for 

presentation

 more people with interiorised            

stammering presenting for therapy

 interest of other SLT’s

 unique provision?

 personal interest
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The City Lit

 adult education institute in central 
London

 national centre for work with adults 
who stammer

 extensive programme of intensive and 
non-intensive courses (23)

 approach – block modification, 
avoidance reduction and cognitive  
therapy work



Professional training 

courses

 Working with adults who stammer

 Vocal fold management

 Counselling skills

 Mindfulness meditation
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Literature on interiorised 

stammering

 Douglas and Quarrington, 1952

study of 20 ‘masked stutterers’

 Kroll, 1978

study of 53 people who stutter

 Levy, 1987

description of group therapy approach

 Hood and  Roach, 2001

dialogue
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What is interiorised 

stammering?

 High levels of fluency

 High levels of avoidance

 High levels of negative emotion in 
relation to stammering

Term first used by Douglas and Quarrington, 1952
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Benefits of non-intensive 

therapy

 avoidance reduction

 attitudes and feelings

 threat to identity with rapid change
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Value of the group

 Same reasons apply as for why 

groups are valuable for many people 

who stammer plus……

 Specific  identity issues for people 

with interiorised stammering



Group constitution

 Be on time

 Make an effort to attend consistently

 Mix

 Try not to dominate

 Allow honest feedback

 No swearing

 Have some social events
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Group constitution (cont’d)

 Don’t finish others’ sentences

 Be friendly and welcoming

 Work on things between sessions

 What is said in the rooms remains 

here – confidentiality

 Don’t speak over each other

 Respect other people
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The course

 Sept 2009 – March 2010

 25 two hour sessions

 group size – 10 (5 women and 5 men)
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Identification

 ordering of covert and overt 

identification

 covert identification – emotions, 

thoughts, avoidances

 iceberg – feelings and avoidance

 cognitive therapy for thought 

identification



Iceberg

Fear Panic

Anxiety Why me?

Angry Frustration

Embarrassed Guilt

Helpless – put on spot

Stupid Tiring

It’s not fair Sad

Carrying a burden

Depressed Shame



Identification cont’d

 avoidance aspects

 lifelines

 overt identification and use of video
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Levels of avoidance (adapted 

from Sheehan, 1970)

 sound

 word

 speech

 situation

 relationships

 feelings

 role



Overt identification

 Vocabulary (stammering, fluency and 

non-verbal communication)

 voice and speech production

 use of video

 feedback
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Desensitisation

 explicit focus from session 8

 coming out

 avoidance reduction – setting aims

 avoidance – payoffs and prices

 SMART goals

 hierarchies

 voluntary stammering



Desensitisation cont’d

 self advertising

 survey

 working with negative thoughts –
CBT

mindfulness work (Kabat Zinn, 
1996) 

 ACT – Acceptance and 
Commitment Therapy (Hayes et al, 
2003)
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SMART goals

 Specific

 Measurable

 Achievable

 Relevant

 Time boundary



Voluntary stammering

 Relaxed deliberate repetitions or 

prolongations (slides) 

 Use on non-feared words

 Way of being open about stammering

 Way of ‘coming out’

 Can ‘test’ listener reaction

 Challenging 
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Working with negative 

thoughts

 Do I need to check out the evidence?

 Do I need to decide if this thought is 

helpful or unhelpful?

 Do I need to consider an alternative 

explanation?

 Do I need to notice thinking errors e.g. 

mind reading, catastrophising
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Mindfulness meditation  
(Kabat-Zinn, 1996)

 Increase non-judgemental present 

moment awareness

 Cultivate acceptance

 Stress management
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Acceptance and 

commitment therapy (ACT) 
(Hayes et al, 2003)

 Two major goals

 Acceptance of experience which is out 

of personal control

 Taking committed action towards 

living a valued life

 Work on valued directions e.g. being 

an effective manager – can support 

avoidance reduction therapy
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Desensitisation review –

week 16 – video clips

 What has started to change?

 What’s helped these changes?
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Modification

 work started session 17

 re-ordering of modification stages 

(Van Riper, 1971)

modification issues

 risk of increasing avoidance
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Evaluation

 Statements of learning

 S24 (Andrews and Cutler, 1974): 

results significant between t1 and t2

 Wright and Ayre Stuttering Self-rating 

Profile (Wright and Ayre, 2000)
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2 years on – where are they 

now?

 S24 (mean S24 score between t1 and 

t2 significant; not significant between 

t2 and t3 probably due to small 

number in t3 group)

 WASSP

 questionnaire

 50% response rate
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S24 results
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Questionnaire results –

common themes

 Benefit of meeting other people with 

similar stammer

 Importance of desensitisation

 Preference for pre-block and in-block 

modification

 Less avoidance

 More acceptance
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Challenges 

 1:1 work

 getting a group together

 hidden difference

 power of avoidance

 pace of change

 lack of overt stammering

 work on psychological issues
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The good news  .……

 therapy can be truly liberating

 less concentration on speech 

techniques

 changes once made can be enduring
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